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Abstract. An atmospheric GCM coupled to a mixed-layer 
ocean model is used to study changes in rainfall due to the 
indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols. The model in- 
cludes treatments of both the first and second indirect ef- 

fects. The most striking feature of the equilibrium rainfall 
response to the indirect effects of anthropogenic aerosols is 
a southward shift of the equatorial rainfall. We hypothesize 
that this is caused by a hemispheric asymmetry in the cool- 
ing of the sea surface. This is supported by another pair 
of experiments, in which the model is run with prescribed 
present-day SSTs. In one experiment the standard model is 
used, and in the other the SSTs in the Northern Hemisphere 
are increased by i K in the calculation of the surface fluxes, 
to mimic the effect of a return to pre-industrial conditions. 
Compared to the run with increased NH SST, the standard 
run shows a southward shift of equatorial rainfall, similar to 
that obtained as a response to anthropogenic aerosols. 

1. Introduction 

Sulfates and other aerosols act as cloud condensation nu- 

clei (CCN), so anthropogenic aerosols are thought to in- 
crease the cloud-droplet number concentration Nd in liquid- 
water clouds. The impact of the first indirect aerosol effect, 
the increase in cloud optical depth that results from these 
anthropogenic increases in Nd [Twomey, 1977], has been 
extensively studied using global climate models (GCMs). 
However, the second indirect effect, the suppression of rain- 
fall due to anthropogenic increases in N• [Albrecht, 1989], 
has been considered in relatively few such studies. Observa- 
tional evidence for regional reductions in rainfall due to an- 
thropogenic aerosols was presented more than 30 years ago 
by Warner [1968], and more recently by Rosenreid [2000], 
so it is of interest to consider such changes as simulated in 
GCMs. A few authors [Lohmann and Feichter, 1997; Rot- 
stayn, 1999; Lohmann et al., 2000; Ghan et al., 2000] have 
used GCMs to calculate the radiative forcing due to the 
indirect aerosol effect, but did not calculate the climatic re- 
sponse or the simulated changes in rainfall. Meehl et al. 
[1996] and Roeckner et al. [1999] included the indirect ef- 
fect in transient climate-change experiments performed with 
coupled GCMs, but only in conjuction with changes in CO2, 
and their models did not include the second indirect effect. 

LeTreut et al. [1998] calculated the climatic response of 
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their GCM to the indirect aerosol effect, but did not show 
the changes in rainfall. In this paper, we focus on the rainfall 
changes simulated by a GCM that includes a link between 
the distribution of aerosol and cloud-droplet concentration, 
which then affects the cloud-radiative properties and the 
initiation of rainfall. 

2. Model and Experiments 

We use a low-resolution (spectral R21) version of the 
CSIRO GCM, with 18 vertical levels. The model includes a 
physically based treatment of stratiform clouds and precipi- 
tation, and interactive calculation of cloud-radiative proper- 
ties [Rotstayn, 1997]. The dependence of rain formation on 
N• enters through the parameterization of autoconversion 
in stratiform clouds. Autoconversion is suppressed until the 
mixing ratio of cloud liquid water reaches a critical value 

4 3 
qcrit : •7rplrcritNd/p, (1) 

where rcrit : 9.3 /•m is a prescribed critical cloud droplet 
radius, p• is the density of liquid water, and p is the air den- 
sity. We use a modification of the autoconversion treatment 
[Rotstayn, 2000], whereby the assumed sub-grid distribution 
of moisture used by the condensation scheme is used to cal- 
culate the fraction of the cloudy area in a grid box in which 
the local liquid-water mixing ratio exceeds qcrit. Autocon- 
version then occurs in this fraction of the cloudy area. The 
autoconversion rate varies as N• -•/•, but it is the linear de- 
pendence of qcrit on Nd through (1) that effectively controls 
the response of the model to changes in N•. 

In common with other convection schemes used in GCMs, 
the model's mass-flux convection scheme [Gregory and Rown- 
tree, 1990] includes only a simple treatment of the micro- 
physics of rainfall generation. Once a critical cloud depth 
(which differs for land and ocean points) is reached, liquid 
water in excess of a prescribed threshold falls out of the 
updraft. There is no dependence of this threshold on the 
distribution of aerosols. In other words, we consider the 
second indirect effect only for stratiform clouds. 

As in several other studies, N• is estimated empiri- 
cally from the mass concentration of sulfate [Boucher and 
Lohmann, 1995]. This means that sulfate is used as a surro- 
gate for all aerosols that act as CCN, assuming that the 
fraction of sulfate in aerosols remains constant. Such a 

treatment is appropriate for aerosols from industrial regions, 
since the parameterization is based on measurements in re- 
gions impacted by industrial aerosols, but may not apply to 
aerosols from biomass burning. The sulfate concentration is 
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Table 1. Details of experiments and selected global-mean quantities 

Experiment Nd in Nd in direct surface air precipitation stratiform 
autoconversion radiation aerosol temperature precipitation 

MLO_PD_ALL PD PD PD 287.13 2.89 0.86 
MLO_PI_RAIN PI PD PD 288.33 3.06 0.92 
MLO_PI_RAD PD PI PD 288.35 2.99 0.87 
MLO_PI_DIR PD PD PI 287.81 2.95 0.87 
MLO_PI_ALL PI PI PI 290.01 3.21 0.93 

PD denotes present-day; PI denotes pre-industrial. Surface air temperature in Kelvin, precipitation and 
stratiform precipitation in mm day -1 . 

obtained from monthly mean distributions of sulfate column 
burden generated by a chemical transport model [Penner 
et al., 1994]. These distributions were shown by Rotstayn 
[1999], who found that the cloud-droplet effective radii gen- 
erated by the model agreed quite well with satellite-retrieved 
values. A simple treatment of the direct radiative effect of 
sulfate, which entails a perturbation of the surface albedo, 
is also included in the model. 

Details of the experiments are given in Table 1, together 
with some key global-mean quantities. The distribution of 
sulfate used to derive Nd for input to the autoconversion 
and[or radiation schemes was varied between one applica- 
ble to present-day (PD) conditions and one applicable to 
pre-industrial (PI) conditions. The sea-surface tempera- 
tures (SSTs) were obtained from a mixed-layer ocean model 
with prescribed heat transports. In each experiment, the 
model was initialized from a July I condition saved from a 
run forced by prescribed PD SSTs. It was run to equilib- 
rium in each case, and then for another 10 years, for which 
period the model statistics were saved. The equilibration 
period was 16.5 years for the MLO_PD_ALL run, increas- 
ing to a maximum of 41.5 years for the MLO_PI_ALL run, 
which had the largest perturbation relative to PD condi- 
tions. These experiments allow the rainfall to respond to 
changes in circulation due to the radiative effects of changes 
in cloud properties and the resulting changes in SST. 

3. Results and discussion 

Figure I shows the global distribution of precipitation, 
annually averaged from the MLO_PD_ALL run, together 
with an observed distribution for the period July 1987 to De- 

cember 1994 [Huffman et al., 1997]. The model successfully 
captures the broad features of the distribution of precipita- 
tion for the present climate. The inter-tropical convergence 
zone (ITCZ) over the Pacific is well defined, especially in 
view of the low resolution of the model. 

Global-mean values of the surface air temperature, pre- 
cipitation and stratiform precipitation from each run are 
given in Table 1. Although the temperature change is similar 
for the first (MLO_PD_ALL minus MLO_PI_RAD) and sec- 
ond (MLO_PD_ALL minus MLO_PI_RAIN) indirect effects, 
there is a larger change in precipitation due to the second ef- 
fect, seen mainly in the stratiform component. This suggests 
that the model is giving a decrease in precipitation due to 
the microphysical suppression of stratiform rainfall, as well 
as a separate decrease due to an overall weakening of the 
hydrological cycle in the cooler climate. The surface cook 
ings given in Table I (e.g., 2.9 K for the total aerosol effect) 
are substantial compared to the warming of 3.6 K given by 
the model for a doubling of CO2. The global-mean radiative 
forcing of -2.6 W m -2 given by this version of the CSIRO 
GCM for the total indirect aerosol effect is well within the 

range of results obtained using other models that include 
the second indirect effect, but may be too large to recon- 
cile with the observed warming to date. Thus, the model 
may also tend to exaggerate the magnitude of changes in 
the hydrological cycle. 

Figure 2a shows the difference in precipitation between 
the MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_RAIN runs, that is, the 
change due to the second indirect effect. The most striking 
feature is the southward shift of the rainfall in the ITCZ, 
especially over the Pacific Ocean. Outside of the tropics, 
the changes are smaller, although some of the more polluted 
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Figure 1. Annual-mean precipitation (a) from the MLO_PD_ALL simulation, and (b) from observations Huffman et al. [1997]. 
Contours are 1, 2, 4, 7 and 10 mm per day. 
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Figure 2. Differences in annual-mean precipitation (a) between the MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_RAIN simulations (the second in- 
direct effect), (b) between the MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_RAD simulations (the first indirect effect), (c) between the MLO_PD_ALL 
and MLO_PI_ALL simulations (the total aerosol effect), and (d) between the FIXED_PD_ALL and FIXED_PD_NH+I simulations 
(the effect of an imposed 1 K, hemispheric asymmetry in SST). Contours are 4- 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mm per day. 

regions in the Northern Hemisphere (NH) have reductions 
that exceed 0.5 mm per day. The large tropical changes must 
be mostly caused by changes in the atmospheric circulation, 
because the rainfall there is dominated by the convective 
component. Figure 2b shows the difference in precipitation 
between the MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_RAD runs, that 
is, the change resulting from the first indirect effect. In the 
tropics, the pattern is similar to that in Fig. 2a, confirming 
that the rainfall changes there are dynamically driven. In 
the more polluted regions of the NH, the reductions in pre- 
cipitation are smaller than those in Fig. 2a, suggesting that 
the microphysical suppression of rainœa!! duo_ to the. second 
indirect effect may be significant there. Figure 2c shows the 
difference in precipitation between the MLO_PD_ALL and 
MLO_PI_ALL runs, that is, the result of the total aerosol 
effect. In this case the tropical pattern is similar, except 
that the magnitudes of the changes are larger than those 
due to the indirect effects alone. The rainfall response to 
the direct effect alone is similar in pattern, but relatively 
weak (not shown). Note that the rainfall changes due to the 
radiative-dynamical response of the model are much larger 
than any changes due to the purely microphysical suppres- 
sion of stratiform rainfall by the second indirect effect. 

Figure 3 shows that both indirect effects result in a larger 
reduction of SST in the NH than in the SH. This effect is 

magnified when the total effect of aerosols is considered. 
The SST asymmetry gives a corresponding asymmetry in 
surface evaporation. For example, the reduction in evapo- 
ration from the sea surface due to the total aerosol effect is 

0.37 mm per day in the NH, but only 0.17 mm per day in 
the SH. 

We hypothesize that the simulated southward shift of the 
rainfall in the ITCZ is caused by this hemispheric asym- 
merry in the surface cooling. To isolate this effect,we com- 

pared a 10-year simulation of the present climate using fixed 
monthly mean SSTs (FIXED_PD_ALL) with an otherwise 
identical run (FIXED_PD_NH+i) in which the SSTs in the 
NH were increased by i K in the calculation of the surface 
fluxes, to crudely mimic the effect of a return to PI aerosols. 
Relative to the FIXED_PD_NH+I run, the FIXED_PD_ALL 
run showed a southward shift of the rainfall in the ITCZ 

(Fig. 2d). The shift is remarkably similar to the response 
obtained from the indirect aerosol effect, thus supporting our 
hypothesis. As well as a reduction in precipitation north of 
the equator, there is a corresponding increase in precipita- 
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Figure 3. Differences in zonal-mean equilibrium SST from 
45øS to 45øN, between the MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_RAD 
simulations (first indirect effect), the MLO_PD_ALL and 
MLO_PI_RAIN simulations (second indirect effect) and the 
MLO_PD_ALL and MLO_PI_ALL simulations (all aerosol effects) 
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tion south of the equator, suggesting that there is compe- 
tition between the two upward branches of the Hadley cell. 
The surface evaporation is a strong function of SST, so we 
performed a further run, identical to the FIXED_PD_ALL 
run, except that the surface evaporation from the ocean sur- 
face in the NH was increased by 20%, to again crudely mimic 
the effect of a return to PI aerosols. Relative to this run, 
the FIXED_PD_ALL run again gave a southward shift of the 
rainfall in the ITCZ (not shown), suggesting that a hemi- 
spheric asymmetry in surface evaporation is itself an impor- 
tant factor. 

The details of the rainfall response we found should be 
viewed with caution. Important limitations are the empir- 
ical method used to parameterize Nd, the low resolution of 
our model, the use of a mixed-layer ocean model (which as- 
sumes that the oceanic heat transports remain fixed under 
climate change), the use of monthly mean sulfate distribu- 
tions rather than a fully interactive sulfur cycle, and (in 
common with other GCMs) the need to use simplified rep- 
resentations of many key microphysical processes. Also in 
common with other GCMs, there is no link between aerosols 
and the properties of ice clouds, principally because this link 
is not yet well understood. However, in view of the strong 
response that we obtained in the Pacific, we believe it is 
important to further investigate the rainfall response using 
fully coupled models, together with more physically based 
treatments of cloud-droplet nucleation. The response to pro- 
jected future changes in aerosols should also be investigated, 
as emissions are increasing rapidly in south-east Asia. 
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